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reading.
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after
student
four
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ings
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of reading Night John (Paulsen,
1993). Frame 1
the setting, including
the layout of the
depicts
and the relationship
of the slaves'
plantation
to
the main house and the fields. Frame
quarters
2 shows one event of the chapter, the slaves being
served dinner out of a trough. Although
this was
not the only event in the day's reading,
was one that illustrated the day-to-day

this event
treatment

that was key to the overall meaning
of the chapter. Frame 3 illustrates the significant
event of the "trading" that went on between
the
main characters?that
of secretly exchanging
the
to
A
of
how
write
the
letter
tobac
for
knowledge
co. The final frame shows the hanging of a slave,
of the slaves

see if they are comprehending
the text or simply
from
related
drawing
something
background
but not tied to the events of the text.
knowledge
As Peeck (1987) pointed out, a student's failure
or accurate drawings
can
to produce
complete
an
at
reveal comprehension
gaps
early stage in
the learning process. We occasionally
have had
students who spent a great deal of time drawing
details to cover up their lack of un
superfluous
of the text. For example,
derstanding
Figure 4
alerted us to question
the student about his un
of what had been read. His detailed
derstanding
of Hitler
did relate to the
drawing
speaking
events
with

to do
War II but had nothing
reading. This drawing became the
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that cleared up
about important events and rela

of World
the day's

starting point
his confusion
tionships in the text.
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to informing

the teacher of stu
can also aid in
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dents'

understandings,
of
retention
information
&
(Snowman
as
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But
Peeck
1975).
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Cunningham,
need to be accurate, and time
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in terms of
spent drawing needs to be evaluated
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is to have them quickly
draw one
drawings
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sketch on a series of television
after the read-aloud. This builds on our television
in the mind
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to stu

one of the risks, discussed
in the chapter, for
slaves who break the rules. These drawings show
not only the student's understanding
of specific
in the text but also an understanding
larger issues represented by these events.

events

of the

Illustrationsin the text
In addition

to prompting
and
image making
to
support imagery, it is important
using drawings
for teachers to consider the role text illustrations
and book cover illustrations
play in the reading
process. Illustrations frequently serve an affective
or motivational
function
for students. Peeck's
review
of the affective-motivational
(1987)
effects of illustrations
shows many positive out
comes. Specifically,
pictures can make reading a
text more enjoyable,
result in positive
attitudes
toward reading in general and toward illustrated
text in particular, and can influence the time read
ers are willing
to spend on a text. All of these ef
fects are particularly beneficial
are reluctant readers.

for students who

the affective and motivational
func
Beyond
serve
to
also may
tions, illustrations
provide
to students who are reading about
knowledge
as
things that are not part of their experience,

with

Teyen

and

the Caterpillar

picture.

As

Schallen (1980) stated,
Pictures help the reader learnand comprehenda textwhen
centralto the text,when they repre
they illustrateinformation
to theoverallmessage, and
sent newcontent that is important
when theydepict structuralrelationshipsmentioned in the
text. (pp.513-514)
role of illustrations may be more critical for
readers than skilled readers. For ex
struggling

The

ample, Rusted and Coltheart (1979) confirmed
from text to
readers frequently move
as
to
text
the
read,
using
pictures as
they
pictures
a tool for understanding.
In contrast, good read
ers pay little attention to the illustrations during
that poor

too young and the boys' shorts looked like dress
es. There was a noticeable change in the students'
attitude from that point on. The play no longer
to continue read
held credibility, and motivation
caused us to pay
ing it declined. This experience
in the ma
attention to the text-illustration match
terials we use with our students and to try to use a
mismatch
productively.
can be used to
A text-illustration
mismatch
engage students more deeply with the text if the
students are set up for it. Our experience
when

reading Such Nice Kids (Bunting, 1990) pro
an example

confirmed

of this. We knew that the main
on the cover of this text
depicted
much
than they were described
looked
younger
our
in the text. In
of the
discussion
prereading
book with a small group of eighth-grade
boys,

enced

we

their reading.Goldstein andUnderwood (1981)
that less competent
readers are influ
to a greater degree by text illustrations.
For readers who struggle, pictures operate be
yond

the decoration

function
(Levin, Anglin, &
a
as
to create or con
tool
serving

1987),
Carney,
firm understanding.
when a small group

of this was
example
of students reading Slam

An

(Myers, 1996) repeatedly looked back at the
cover

to verify points in the novel. The cover de
a basketball
in one
picts a young man holding
arm, staring through a chain-link fence. Students
turned to the cover when Slam, the main char
acter, was described as being six feet, four inch
es. One young man turned to the cover when we
read, "I remember walking
away to the other
side of the park and then turning back and look
he was"
ing through the fence to where
(pp.
next
The
the
student
30-31).
day
pointed out the
cover illustration
and retold the incident in the

vides

characters

asked them to make predictions
about the
ages of the characters. We then asked the boys
as they read that either
to look for information
or
refuted
their
Several
supported
predictions.
re
times while
the
discussion
novel,
reading
turned to the cover illustration. The students def
initely felt the boys on the cover looked younger
in the text. However,
than 17, as described
they

still studied the cover and tried to identify the
of the ob
by name. And, regardless
vious misrepresentation
of age, the readers used
on the cover to predict what
other information
characters

was

going to happen. One of our final discus
sions included an overall critique of the cover

Figure3
Student drawing, true to text,while listening toNight Crossing

prereading discussion.
a picture is not worth a thousand
Sometimes
words. When
the text and illustrations
do not
can
the
illustrations
with
interfere
match,
actually
and reduce learning (Willows,
comprehension
We
found
this to be true when a group of
1978).
middle
school reluctant
readers read "A Few

Dirty Words" (Scott, 1999), a play dealing with
in school. The students nearly re
belled due to the one illustration
that accompa
nied the play. The illustration of two young male
basketball
and a female manager
ap
players

harassment

peared four pages into the play. The students had
already created an image of the characters based
on the text. The images described by the students
to the
did not match
the illustration. According
two
the
basketball
students,
players pictured were
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Figure4
Student drawing,

confirmed
for us that low
responses
use
to help them
readers
do
illustrations
ability
to
details
and
story
picture
verify their under
can
Students
benefit
from the use of
standing.
if they are in alignment with the text
illustrations
These

to text events,

unrelated

while listening toNight Crossing

and if students
port meaning

are making

connections

that sup

making.

Picturebooks to build background
knowledge
Given our students' positive response to pic
ture books, we have used them as a tool to build
needed
for the under
background
knowledge
standing of adolescent novels taught in the class
room. Specifically,
before reading novels dealing
our students read picture
with
the Holocaust,
books that dealt with World War II. After read
ing a self-selected
picture book, students filled
out comment

illustration

based on information

in the text. The

discussion
provided evidence
that proactive attention to a text-illustration mis
can help read
match and supporting discussions
active and detailed

ers engage more deeply in analysis of the text.
Because
novels for adolescents
usually pre
sent only a cover illustration, we had students
read picture books as a way to better understand

trayed or evoked, and (c) the increase of specific
or awareness of details.
content knowledge
students
the artwork.
Many
critiqued
more
or
true
to the text the
the
realistic
Overall,
illustrations were,
them. For example,

the better the students
some students wrote,

liked

A picture book is de
their use of illustrations.
fined as a storybook that is "a fiction book with a

I liked the pictures because they were well
drawn and detailed and colorful.

dual narrative, in which both the pictures and the
to tell a story. It is a
text work interdependently
tale told in two media,
the integration of visual

He did a good job in drawing
exactly what I would picture

art" (Bishop & Hickman,
1992, p. 2).
After students read the picture books, we asked
them to write in their journals about how the pic
tures helped them and what they liked or disliked
and verbal

about

the illustrations.

following

support

Comments

It helped me get a better clue of what's go
ing on. Helped me see what Iwas reading.
The pictures

toled the rest of the story.

So I could picture out what the chipmunk
was doing?it
also helps me read faster.
I liked tha pictures
read and so I could
instead of having

The Reading

Teacher

because

it was

less to

just look at tha picture
to picture it inmy brain.
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them. It looks
inmy mind.

I liked all of the different colors but all the
pictures were kinda blurry and not too clear.
The pictures were not very colorful. I liked
it showed how dark and dull
that because
was.
the Holocaust

such as the

that "pictures in text
benefits"
prose-learning

the view

consistency
produce
(Levin et al., 1987, p. 53).

764

forms asking questions about read
the
ranged
ing
picture books. Student comments
from general to specific, dealing with three dis
tinct areas: (a) the artwork, (b) the emotions por
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In research, Gombrich's
the conclusion
supported
in
their capacity
supreme
comments
students'
Many

(1982) arguments
are
that pictures
to arouse emotions.
addressed
the emo

tive power of illustrations
and the role illustra
in helping
them understand
the
tions played
some
of the characters. For example,
emotions
students stated the following:
I
They (the pictures) helped a lot because
felt.
understood
how
the
really
boy
were
very graphic,
(the pictures)
They
showed real cruelness.

I like how they (the pictures) made
the
face sad and happy. You could
people's
feel the emotion.
on the faces
I could see the emotions
were
know what they
going through.

Figure5
Student drawings following read-aloudof Night John
on four consecutive

days

and
Frame 2

1

Frame

reader might not have the
low-ability
memory
"pegs" (Gambrell & Jawitz, 1993) for
some of the specific details within a text. Visual
can provide
the memory
peg
representations
The

needed (Kozma,
ate background

1991) to connect with

appropri
stu
knowledge.
Specifically,
the written description
dents may not understand
to link
until they have the visual representation
comments
with it. Students'
expressing
expand

Frame

Frame 3

4

ed understanding
of specific details in the picture
books on World War II provide evidence
of the
role illustrations may play for some readers.
It helped me understand
how people can
so
build things
nicely and how the guards
would watch them all the time.
The kids used sticks as guns. They didn't
use plastic ones!
showd want
it was
like after the
They
bomb

and before.

cause the Germans
shaved there heads to
out
that showed me
make
of.
And
things
that it was cold and sad where they where.
The comments
of our students demonstrate
readers.
that text illustrations
support low-ability
to assist them in
Students used the illustrations
to
what they read and as vehicles
understanding
provide

additional

and supporting

students
(Peeck,
1987) and can provide
critical background
information
and sup
are
related texts. Movies
port for understanding
motivate
the
and
learner,
enjoyable,
they
they
can result in positive
attitudes
toward reading.
Movies
also can provide
time contexts,
setting
tions

In one of the pictures
it showed Anne and
her sister sitting together with a big blanket
around them and they were both bald be

information.

Movies as image makers
"Seeing is beeter than hearing seeing is be
living," wrote one of our students when asked
to write
to
in his journal
about his reaction
a
a
we
been
movie
version
of
book
had
watching
reading. For this student, the visual images pro
vided by the movie
cleared up many of his con
the reality of
fusions and helped him "imagine"
what he was reading.
can
in a reading classroom
Showing movies
in the
facilitate different learning goals. Movies
can have many of the positive
reading classroom
effects found in illustra
affective-motivational

with

informa
details, and other important situational
less prior
tion for those students who have
of the subject being
addressed.
knowledge
can be a language model
for individuals
Movies
who are reading texts that include unfamiliar di
alect. Visual representations
offer memory
pegs
with infor
that can be used to form associations
mation
(Kozma,
already in long-term memory
1991). Our experiences
support the belief that
movie
students need
images provide information
sense of text. However,
to make
the type of
and how it is used must match
the teach
movie
and the learning needs of the stu
ing objective
are examples
of using movies
dents. Following
to meet

different learning goals.
a literature unit about the
Before beginning
a
class of middle
school reluctant
Holocaust with
readers, we asked students what they knew about
the subject. Seven of the 12 students knew noth
ing about it. The others knew it had to do with
Hitler

and the killing

of many

A picture

Jewish people. We

is worth

a thousand

words

/?b

to use movies
to help build the back
our
if they
students needed
ground knowledge
were
to
The
Devil's
read
successfully
going
decided

Arithmetic

(Yolen,

and Daniel's

1988)

Story

(Matas, 1993).
To meet

of building
the objective
back
we
were
selected
the
movies
ground knowledge,
not video versions of the books; rather they were
and clips
such things as historical documentaries
movies
fictional
and nonfictional
about the same time period and context. We se
information
lected movies
that would provide
the historical
and religious
about the setting;
other

from

layers of conflict between
races, and religions;
communities,
individuals,
to the books, but
and characters?not
specific
or groups
rather the roles played by individuals
the multiple

context;

the Holocaust.

unit, we asked
teaching the Holocaust
the students to write in their journals about what
had increased
they learned. Their knowledge

of the "facts" they talked
Many
substantially.
about came from the movies
they had seen rather
than the books they read. Two students directly
stated that the movies
helped them to picture the
key

from

images

their novels. The movies
to enhance understanding

provided
and com

students to then create in
allowing
prehension,
ternal images as they read the novels. When
in their journals
students were asked to write
or not the movies
had helped
about whether
the novels,
them understand
they echoed many
same
of the
things they had written regarding the
from picture books.
support they had gained
comments
included the following:
Specific
a movie
you can get a
you watch
is
better picture of what
happening.

When

The movies
helped us read in our book. It
was like visual. I understand
visual things
better

then reading.

In the book

when

they

talked

about

the

ghetto it did not sound that bad tell you
saw it?it was wet

where
and dark...people
In
streets.
in
the
books
have
the
you
dying
to make your own pictures.
a lot of things
When
you watch the movie,
just click.
Sometimes we have
a book to watch a movie
background

The Reading

knowledge.

Teacher

and children
like
very much
a
After seeing
television
show based

affects

families

themselves.
on a family's
with homelessness,
experiences
two middle
school students commented
in the
"I didn't realize people like me were
discussion,
were
homeless"
and "I thought
the homeless
of
bums." Throughout
the remaining discussions
the novel, students often referred to information
from the movie.
had provided
The movie
key
new information
to
connect
with
which
images
from

the novel
1993). In
(Gambrell & Jawitz,
this case, the movie
did more
than simply pro
vide cognitive
information
background
regard
the

ing

provided

during
After

events

related to the novel Monkey
Island
(Fox,
was
it
evident
did not un
that
the
students
1991),
derstand that homelessness
is a real problem that
had

stopped in the middle of
to help build necessary
From the discussion we
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topic of homelessness.
students with a greater

The
ability

movie
to reflect

on the judgments they hadmade due to their lack
of accurate

information.
better

Students'

enabled

increased

un

to empathize
and to personally

them

derstanding
with victims of homelessness
connect with characters and events

in the novel.
of many
teachers who use movies
a class novel or play.
for finishing
a
movie
version
of To Kill a
watching

We know
as a "reward"
After

Mockingbird

(Lee, 1960) in her English class,

one

reader reported
that she finally
struggling
This
report and others like it
"got it" (the book).
us
to believe
based on novels
led
that movies
more
with struggling
could be used
effectively
readers, especially when the text is difficult and
in vocabulary,
the novel is unfamiliar
language
structure, dialect,
setting, or time period. Our

concern resulted in what we now refer to as the
Watch-Read-Watch-Read
(W-R-W-R)
cycle of
novel reading. Several teaching goals can be met
can
with this technique. Specifically, W-R-W-R
to build background
knowledge
prior to
as
move
text.
students
the
and
through
reading
It can also be used as a tool to confirm under
read text, to teach how to
standing of previously
or
to teach how to confirm
make predictions,
be used

the students
and to provide
deny predictions,
use
as
to
In order
read.
with memory
pegs
they
the teacher must
for this technique to be effective
be familiar with both the text and the movie,
where

they differ.
cycle goes like this:
1. The teacher introducesthe novel inwhatevermotivating
manner he or she decides would work bestwith students.
Part of this should includea discussion that helps the

they match well,
The basic W-R-W-R

and where

teachergain an understandingof the backgroundknowl
edge studentsbring to the text.
2. The teacherexplains thattheclass isgoing towatch a brief
clip of amovie based on thenovel theywill be reading.The
teacheralso instructsthestudents toattendto specific ele
ments of themovie clip. This could includedetails related
to setting, such as climate, ruralversus urban, indications
of poverty or wealth, or types of homes or buildings
present.Studentsalso could be promptedto pay attention
tospecific characters,theirclothing,and theirphysical fea
turesand to tryto predict theirrole in the novel. Students
could listen forunique vocabularyor dialect used by the
characters.Finally,studentscould trytoget a sense ofwhat
problemsmight be faced by the characters.The teacher
drawsattention to those aspects of the text thathe or she
thinkscould pose difficultyforstudentsand thatare repre
sented in themovie clip.
3. Studentswatch the firstmovie clip. Itcould be a short three
to five-minuteviewing or itcould last longer,depending
on themovie, itsmatch to the text,andwhat the teacher's
goals are.The point to rememberis thatstudents need to
see enough to help themunderstandthe targetedelements
of the textand tomotivate them to read,but not so much
thattheyfeel theydon'thave to read.

The W-R-W-R

cycle

is much

like

the

Directed Reading-Thinking Activity developed
by Stauffer (1969), with the visual representation
inserted prior to each sec
provided by the movie
ensures
tion of reading. This cycle of activities
the novel and, per
students are understanding
an opportunity
important, provides
haps more
to practice good reading processes.
The parallel
of the text allows students
visual representation
to practice visualizing,
summarizing,
predict
even if they struggle with
ing, and confirming
reading the text.
When we use movies
study or a novel, different

at the end of a unit of
strategic purposes are

at play. At the end of reading aloudNight John
1993), we showed our seventh-grade
of the same title (Hallmark
the movie
Entertainment,
1996). In this case, we

(Paulsen,
students
Home
wanted

to compare
and contrast
the
of the book and movie. As part of this
students created a Venn diagram plot
students

content

process,
ting the similarities
book

and the movie.

and differences
Once

between

the

students

compared
information
included in
asked to write
in their
or
liked
book
the
they

4. The class processes thecriticalelementsof themovie, with and contrasted
the basic
the teacherdirectingthediscussion to thecriticalelements each, the students were
thatwill facilitatecomprehension.Partof this discussion
journals about whether
should includestudentsmaking predictions aboutwhat movie better and
why. The students overwhelm
theywill read inthe firstchapter(orwhatever lengthof read
the
favored
movie,
saying it provided more
ingly
ingassignment).The success of this step depends on the details and allowed
them to see what was going
teacherknowingwhat elements of themovie will be most
on. Other students favored the movie
due to af
useful to theunderstandingof the textand helpingstudents
reasons.
Some
students preferred
the
fective
"notice"these elements.
movie because Waller,
the plantation owner, did
5. Students readtheparalleltext, lookingfor informationthat
as he was in the
not seem as mean
in the movie
matcheswhat theysaw in themovie relatedto characters,
in
book. Specific comments
favoring the movie
setting, context,and so on. Theyalso readto confirmtheir
"I liked the movie more
than the book
cluded,
or
to
the
related
action
sequence problemspre
predictions
because..."
sented inthe firstclip of themovie.
6. Afterstudents readthe firstassigned text, it is discussed
you can actly see whats going on and you
can under-stand
it better.
more
with thespecific intentofmaking thecriticalelements
can
use
the
out
that
salient and pointing
students
images
you can get a better picture of things. I'n
fromthemovie to add to theirunderstanding.
it seems likeWaller
the movie
is nicer then
7. Students watch the second clip of themovie. This clip
should cover thematerial thatstudents have just readbut
not go beyond that.This allows readersto see the visual
representationofwhat theyhave read, to confirm the un
derstandingtheygained fromreading,and to preparethem
forthe nextsection of reading.

in the book. Waller
helps them pick cot
ton.... I'n the book Waller
treats them with
no respect what so ever.

8. Students discuss any new understandingsandmake pre
dictionsabout thenextsection of textto be read.

are really discriptive.
It show you
more re
whats
It's
also
exactly
happening.
cause
I
it
also
like
better
the end
laxing.
as
as
isn't
much
there
ing
letting you hang

9. The cycle ofwatch, discuss, read,discuss, watch, discuss,
readdiscuss continues until the novel iscomplete or stu
dents have gained enough backgroundthattheycan read
the restof the novel independently.

the movie was more interesting. It had a lot
more detels, and you could acealy see what
was going on and you just couldn't amagin it.

movies

the book does.
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Figure6
Primarypoints forpractitioners
1. Don't assume your students can use visual imagery to support reading comprehension.
Check out their
of what they "see" or with student-generated
ability to create images with discussions
drawings.
2. Students who have imagery skills may need to be prompted to use imagery to support comprehension.
Those who don't have the skill will need to be taught.
3. Look for opportunities tomodel imagery strategies to your students. Discussing what you see on the tele
vision screen inyour mind will help students better understand this process.
4. Support for comprehension with visuals tools does not need to be elaborate. A teacher-drawn sketch or
clarification for students who are confused or lack the knowledge
picture can provide the necessary
for understanding.
necessary
5. Lack of ability to create images or ineffective images may be due to lack of background
knowledge or
rather than reading skill. If this is the case, background
will
to be built.
need
vocabulary
knowledge
Providing the knowledge with picture books, movies, or other visual media also gives students a visual
"memory peg" with which to connect new information from the text.
6. Student drawings can be used formultiple purposes, but must be used strategically. Provide students with
a purpose for drawing. Help them see that their drawings are a representation of their understanding,
that drawings can help them remember important information, and that earlier drawings can be used to
make predictions about what might happen next.
7. Be mindful that lower ability readers tend to rely on text illustrations more than good readers. When the il
lustrations are accurate representations of the text, encourage students to use them to support compre
hension. When the illustrations are not a good match, use this mismatch to provoke discussions
that lead
to deeper understanding of the text and build evaluation skills. Set students up for the mismatch before
from the text.
hand so they won't be disappointed and possibly disengage
inways that address students' learning needs. Carefully select movies based on the learn
in text; to provide visual im
build general background knowledge about a topic addressed
ing goals?to
in the story; to teach comprehension
of
and relationships
skills such as
ages
setting, characters,
summarizing, predicting, and confirming; or to promote evaluation skills by comparing and contrasting the
movie with the text. Be explicit with students about the learning objective forwatching the movie.

8. Use movies

It is interesting
that some students who pre
the book also said they liked it better be

ferred
cause

it provided more details. Many
of these
create
their
students liked the fact that they could

own

in their minds,
images of the characters
the ones provided
rather than using
by the
liked
their
movie.
they
images better.
Basically,
of comments
by students favoring
Examples
book version of the story included, "I liked
book better than the movie because..."
the book

has more

the chariders

the
the

you get to know

detail

a little better.

all the parts. I could see what I
the
book was about, and looked
thought
like. Not what someone else though.
it explind

it had a lot more

deatail

liked to imagine what
ing a slave.
you get to pick what
in your head.
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Teacher

and it longer. I also
it would be like be

everything
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looks

like

Our students have provided evidence
that the
use of movies
as an instructional
tool has sup
we have found
ported their learning. However,
that students benefit most when we are strategic
the use of movies
and are clear with stu
about why we are using movies
and what
to.
should
attend
This
is
consistent
with the
they
work of Solomon
who
found
that
(1984)
setting a
a
for
increases
the
purpose
program
viewing
about

dents

learning related to that purpose.
to decide whether movies would

need
in ad

the learning goals and the needs of the
and then be explicit with students about
the desired outcomes.

dressing
students

Final thoughts?A summaryof
important issues
done on the role that imagery plays
Research
in reading comprehension
has implications
for
teachers as they work with students of all abili
a summary of the major
ties. Figure 6 presents
points
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Teachers
be useful

discussed

throughout

this article

related

images to support reading
are
comprehension.
presented as "Primary
Points
for Practitioners"
and are based on re
with middle
search and our experiences
school
to using external

visual

These

readers.

struggling
A picture

truly is worth a thousand words for
students who struggle with reading comprehen
sion. We have found that if students can create
their own images on the television screens in their

as they read, their potential for understand
text is increased. If students are not able to
the
ing
they are using all their
develop
images because
to
mental
decode
the words or their per
energy
sonal experiences
have limited their vocabulary

minds

and background
external visual im
knowledge,
ages can be used to develop
understanding.
use
of
visual
external
Strategic
images can provide
the background
and memory
pegs to
knowledge
is
and
students
"see"
what
unlock
help
happening
our
text
In
work
with
(Levin, 1981).
confusing
struggling readers we have found that the use of
sketches, illustrations, picture books, and movies
on which
to
students with information
provides
their internal images. By supporting students
these tools, the teacher provides students with
essential elements necessary for responding to the
text. Don't be surprised that when you use these

build
with

tools,
pened,

comments
Iwas

like, "I don't know what hap
too busy reading the words" change

to "Oh!Now I get it!"
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